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The recent article by Fukudo et al. [1] was based on the

clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) for irritable bowel

syndrome (IBS) [2] published in April, 2014 in Japanese.

The evidence-based medicine (EBM) committee of Japan

Society for Oriental Medicine (JSOM) has searched the

descriptions of Kampo medicines in Japanese CPGs, and

has published the results online as the ‘‘Clinical practice

guidelines containing Kampo products in Japan (KCPG)’’

(http://www.jsom.or.jp/medical/ebm/cpg/index.html). Since

I have been involved in this activity, I regard the clinical

question (CQ) ‘‘Are Kampo agents effective in treating

IBS?’’ in this article, to be of great interest.

After I read this article [1], I referred to the Japanese

CPG [2] in order to obtain more details. Although the

ICHUSHI, a Japanese database, was searched, only ran-

domized controlled trials (RCTs) published in English

were used as citations for this CQ. However, RCTs on

Kampo medicines, published in Japanese, can be used as

clinical evidence. In fact, there are two RCTs [3, 4] in

Japanese on Kampo medicines for IBS. Reference [4] in

particular is a double-blind, placebo-controlled RCT cited

in the ICHUSHI. Because the authors searching the

databases with keywords such as ‘‘herbal medicine’’ did

not find RCTs in English on Kampo medicine for IBS, they

could have concluded that there had been no recommend-

able information on Kampo medicines, instead of searching

other herbal medicines.

This CQ places Kampo medicines in the same category

as Chinese or Western herbal medicines, and the references

to Kampo medicines were actually articles of Chinese

medicines in English. This misleading description might

cause overseas readers of this journal to doubt the quality

of Japanese Kampo medicines. ‘‘Kampo agents’’ should be

defined clearly in the CPG as Kampo products clinically

used in Japan.

The EBM committee of the JSOM has compiled RCTs

on Kampo medicines online as ‘‘Evidence Reports on

Kampo Treatment (EKAT)’’ (http://www.jsom.or.jp/medi

cal/ebm/ere/index.html). The above two RCTs in Japanese

are also included in the EKAT. I would like to recommend

that the CPG developers use the EKAT as a database

search engine for the identification of RCTs on Kampo.
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